In brain areas other than the cerebellum, LTP and probability. These findings suggest that bidirectional LTD can be induced at the same synapse as well. For cerebellar learning is governed by a calcium threshold example, bidirectional synaptic plasticity has been studrule operating "inverse" to the mechanism previously ied in detail at excitatory synaptic inputs to hippocampal described at other glutamatergic synapses (BCM rule) and neocortical pyramidal cells. At these types of synand that the LTD/LTP induction probability is under apses, the direction of postsynaptic gain change is deheterosynaptic climbing fiber control.
for PF-LTD induction, but in the absence of CF activation We have now systematically analyzed the calcium ( Figure 1C ). This "PF alone" stimulation resulted in LTP signaling requirements for PF-LTD and -LTP induction induction (117.5% Ϯ 8.6%; n ϭ 8; t ϭ 40-45 min), which as well as the role of the heterosynaptic CF input. More reached statistical significance (p Ͻ 0.05; paired Stuspecifically, we (1) find that paired CF activity deterdent's t test). For this study, it is crucial to demonstrate mines whether LTD or LTP is induced at the PF input; that PF-LTP is postsynaptically expressed and thus (2) provide complementary evidence that the described shares the same expression site with PF-LTD. To do form of PF-LTP is indeed postsynaptically expressed so, we measured the PPF ratio before and after LTP and that saturated LTP can be reversed by PF-LTD; (3) induction. PF-LTP was not associated with a change in demonstrate that the polarity of synaptic gain change the PPF ratio (96.6% Ϯ 4.7%; n ϭ 7; p Ͼ 0.05; Figure can be determined by solely manipulating the postsyn-1D), which is a first indication for a postsynaptic expresaptic calcium load using calcium chelators or caged sion site. It cannot be excluded that the relatively small calcium compounds, while leaving PF and CF stimulachanges in the PPF ratio that accompany PF-LTD tion patterns unaltered; (4) show that, despite its lower (ϩ2.7%) and -LTP (Ϫ3.4%) might result from minor precalcium threshold, PF-LTP induction is also calcium desynaptic plasticity components. To obtain an estimate pendent (in contrast to Lev ] o from 2 to 1.8 mM). This manipulation 2003), changes the probability for subsequent PF-LTD increases EPSC amplitudes by 20%-30%. We were able induction.
to determine the PPF ratio corresponding to an amplitude change in the range of 20%, which matches the Results level of LTP that we observed after PF tetanization (see Figure 1 ). When the EPSC 1 amplitude reached 122.7% Ϯ To characterize calcium signaling requirements for PF-7.6% (measured from nine subsequent sweeps after 7 LTD and -LTP induction, we performed whole-cell min in 2.2 mM [Ca 2ϩ ] o ; n ϭ 8), the PPF ratio was reduced patch-clamp recordings from PCs in rat cerebellar to 90.5% Ϯ 3.3% (for a typical example, see Figure 2A slices. PF-LTD was observed after paired PF and CF and Supplemental Figure S1 at http://www.neuron.org/ stimulation at 1 Hz for 5 min in current-clamp mode cgi/content/full/44/4/691/DC1/). This finding suggests ( Figure 1A) . Test responses were recorded in voltagethat the LTP that was observed after PF tetanization is clamp mode, and the depression of excitatory postsynpredominantly of postsynaptic origin. aptic current (EPSC) amplitudes amounted to 82.2% Ϯ It is well established that PF-LTD is a postsynaptic 8.5% of baseline (n ϭ 15; t ϭ 30-34 min), reaching phenomenon. In contrast, only paired-pulse data are statistical significance (p Ͻ 0.05; paired Student's t test).
available to support the claim that the form of PF-LTP We applied two pulses at an interval of 50 ms to measure described here is postsynaptic as well. To obtain further evidence, we used the low-affinity competitive AMPA the paired-pulse facilitation ratio (PPF). This parameter 2B and 2D, ␥-DGG reduces the first EPSC to a larger extent than the second EPSC and thus causes an increase of the PPF ratio. Our previous observation that ␥-DGG was able to reduce the PPD ratio at CF-PC synapses can be explained by multivesicular release at CF terminals (Wadiche and Jahr, 2001 ). In contrast, ␥-DGG is not expected to change the PPF ratio at synapses that release one vesicle per action potential. The reason is that at these synapses PPF results from a change in the number of synapses releasing one vesicle after the second stimulus, rather than from each individual synapse releasing more vesicles (for review see Zucker, 1999). ␥-DGG can, however, only modify the PPF ratio when the glutamate concentration changes at individual postsynaptic receptors. To exclude the possibility that the ␥-DGG effect is due to poor voltage-clamp conditions that allow EPSC 2 to escape the amplitude reduction to a larger extent than EPSC 1, we compared the effect of ␥-DGG to that of the noncompetitive AMPA receptor antagonist GYKI 52466 (10 M). EPSC pairs were first recorded in 0.5 mM ␥-DGG, and after a washout period of 20 min, PCs were exposed to an artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF) supplemented with 10 M GYKI ( Figure 2B and Supplemental Figure S2 at http:// www.neuron.org/cgi/content/full/44/4/691/DC1/). In ␥-DGG, the EPSC 1 amplitude was reduced to 55.1% Ϯ 11.7%, and the PPF ratio was enhanced to 128.7% Ϯ 11.0% (n ϭ 5). In the presence of GYKI, the EPSC 1 amplitude was also reduced (43.7% Ϯ 6.7%; n ϭ 5; Figure 2B ), but in contrast to ␥-DGG, GYKI did not cause a prominent change in the PPF ratio (100.9% Ϯ 6.0%). These observations demonstrate that the ␥-DGG effect (92.0% Ϯ 9.4%; last 5 min; n ϭ 6). This depotentiation was highly significant (p Ͻ 0.01). Finally, the third application of the LTP protocol repotentiated the EPSCs already saturated the potentiation. Thus, our data indi-(114.5% Ϯ 12.3%; last 5 min; n ϭ 6). This potentiation cate that the application of the LTD protocol resulted was again highly significantly different from the depoin a true reversal of the previously saturated LTP. This tentiation observed after application of the LTD protocol reversibility provides further evidence for the claim that (p Ͻ 0.01). These data suggest that the LTD protocol PF-LTD and -LTP share the same expression site. reversed the previously saturated LTP. A critical as-
The stimulation protocols for LTD and LTP induction sumption is that LTP was saturated before the applicadescribed above differ only in the presence or absence tion of the LTD protocol. This saturation could have been of paired CF stimulation, respectively, which is known more reliably obtained by applying the LTP protocol to initiate a dendritic calcium influx. Therefore, we more often. However, it was important to reduce the wanted to examine the possibility that LTD induction total duration of the recordings to avoid washout effects. requires a larger calcium signal than LTP induction and Thus, we performed an independent group of control that this additional calcium transient is the switch factor experiments, in which we first applied the LTP protocol determining the polarity of synaptic gain change. We twice but omitted the LTD protocol. After the same delay applied the LTD protocol but reduced the postsynaptic as in the experiments described above, the LTP protocol calcium signal amplitude by adding 20 mM of the calwas applied for the third time. If the double application cium chelator BAPTA to the internal saline. In the presof the LTP protocol saturated LTP, the third application ence of BAPTA, the otherwise LTD-inducing protocol should not result in further potentiation. The first LTP caused LTP (112.9% Ϯ 7.2%; at t ϭ 36-39 min; n ϭ 9; protocol resulted in a highly significant potentiation Figure 4A ). This polarity switch was highly significant (120.2% Figure 4C ). This conversion from LTP toward LTD induction was highly significant (p Ͻ 0.01; MannWhitney U test). When PCs filled with DMNP-EDTA were exposed to the same photolysis protocol in the absence of synaptic stimulation, no LTD but rather a potentiation was observed (114.6% Ϯ 10.5%; n ϭ 5; p Ͼ 0.05; paired Student's t test; Figure 4C ). The diagram in Figure 4D shows LTP/LTD amplitudes obtained with PF stimulation when photolysis of caged calcium was not applied (empty dots) and when it was applied (filled dots) and demonstrates that the higher calcium signal amplitude reached with uncaging promoted LTD instead of LTP induction.
These experiments show that a higher calcium signal amplitude is required for LTD than for LTP induction, but they allow no conclusion as to whether or not there These observations assign a unique polarity switch ing-dependent bidirectional plasticity, but in reverse order, has been made in the electrosensory lobe (a cerefunction to the heterosynaptic CF input and suggest that at PF-PC synapses the term "activity-dependent bellum-like structure) of mormyrid electric fish. Here, LTD resulted when EPSPs preceded dendritic spikes, synaptic plasticity" cannot be applied in a strictly homosynaptic sense. However, it should be noted that previbut LTP resulted when EPSPs followed the spikes (Bell et al., 1997). Although tempting, the comparability to ous studies have documented PF plasticity that depends on the activity level of the PF itself rather than our study is limited, because the electrosensory lobe of a combination of true reversal and masking effects. It seems likely that the masking component is caused by
. Calcium Threshold Models for LTP and LTD Induction (A) At excitatory inputs to cortical pyramidal cells, there is a higher calcium threshold amplitude for LTP than for LTD induction (BCM rule). (B) As demonstrated in this paper, bidirectional PF plasticity is governed by a calcium threshold mechanism inverse to the one illustrated in (A). PF-LTD has a higher calcium threshold than LTP.

